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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Summer 2021

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Thankfully 2020 has gone, but the memory lingers on. How many of us can
honestly say that we had a good year; given the cessation of travel, the effective
dismantling of our industry and the savage slashing of employment and conditions
in order to survive this pandemic?
From an ASASI perspective we have effectively marked time, as have our ISASI
colleagues around the world. We've seen the Montreal Seminar transition from a
great expectation to a virtual event, still hoping to make its mark in August this year.
Indeed our own Gold Coast Seminar in conjunction with our Kiwi cousins was
moved to June this year, with all our fingers and toes crossed for a successful
gathering. Your Executive will be committing, or otherwise, to lock and load for this
prior to mid-March.
On the positive side we managed to reduce our annual membership subscription
fees across the board to assist those members doing it tough out there. It was quite
moving to see the generosity of some members by making double payments, and
others offering to pay the former rates to assist members having difficulties. They
asked for anonymity and we will respect their wishes.
Our student sponsorship program is now well established. The Flight Safety
Foundation - Macarthur Job scholarship for 2020 was awarded to Matthew Harris, a
PhD student from the University of Southern Queensland. His winning paper, as
adjudged by the FSF Technical Advisory Committee, titled New ideas on how to
implement lessons learned from safety investigations back into industry: The
supervisor’s role. was highly regarded and set a standard for future scholarships.
In keeping with our vision, there are other scholarship initiatives in the pipeline for
our future aviation safety investigators. We hope to announce these in the near
future.
A pleasing element to 2021 has been the influx of new members to ASASI. We
welcome them and look forward to their active contributions to our Society going
forward. Their individual experience adds to our collective capital.
Until next time, stay safe.
John Guselli
ASASI President
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The State of Play*
Our industry continues to bounce around the bottom of that precarious position
between survival and despair. In Australia, the sometimes illogical attitudes and
applications demonstrated by our individual states and territories to border closures
means that there is minimal confidence in any commencement of operations by air
operators.
This in turn has led to a knock-on effect such that tech crew, engineering maintainers
and cabin crew are not being mobilised until some certainty is available. Overseas
agencies are now reporting a trend that indicates that the inertia in commencing
operations is leading to degraded skills across the board. This issue of currency is real,
and will require careful monitoring as the pandemic diminishes.
We don't require an in-depth analysis to interpret the Bureau of Infrastructure and
Transport Research Economics (BITRE) graph below that indicates our current 'state of
play' with retrospect to aircraft movements at major airports within Australia.
For the twelve month period ended in November 2020 there was only one national
domestic airport to register a positive trend. Ballina, in northern New South Wales
pushed past the 20% mark as opposed to every other airport. Some might suggest this
apparent aberration to be a product of the Queensland border closures, at the height of
the tourist season or perhaps even the influx of overseas celebrities seeking a COVID
safe environment in the less hazardous southern hemisphere. Regardless, the data is
there.

*According to John Guselli
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Airline Safety Ratings - Fact or Fiction?
IATA does not consider airline safety ratings to be a valid
measure of an organisation's safety performance
IATA has recently published a position paper on Airline Safety Ratings.
The Issue
A number of companies produce reports purporting to rate/ r ank airlines against one
another accor ding to their level of safety. Because no objective criteria or metr ics
exist by which it is possible to do this, these organizations will use a variety of
subjective “yardsticks” to compare airlines. These typically include the number of
accidents and/ or ser ious incidents experienced by an airline over a given period.
Infor mation is usually drawn from publicly available sour ces such as the news media.
The exact for mulas for determining the rankings may or may not be made available
for examination and analysis.
IATA’s Posi ti on
IATA does not consider air line safety ratings or rankings to be a valid measure of an
individual or ganization’s safety perfor mance. Fur ther more, IATA does not believe
that aviation safety should become a competitive issue as it would violate the
industr y’s position that safety is the highest priority of all involved in aviation. The
extr aor dinary safety per formance of commercial air tr anspor t is in lar ge part
owing to the str ong spirit of cooperation on safety-related issues among air lines,
manufactur ers, gover nment regulators and other stakeholders.
Specific factors that make air line ratings a highly speculative exer cise pr oviding no
value to air traveler s include the following:
Smal l data sampl es gi ve bi g swi ngs i n the acci dent rate
Air line accidents, especially fatal accidents, are extremely r are. Large variations in
r ates can r esult fr om a single event.
Accountabi l i ty f or an acci dent i s not cl ear cut
Exter nal factor s and events involving non-air line participants (i.e. aircr aft
manufactur er s, airpor ts, air navigation service providers, ground handling
companies, etc.) can contr ibute to an accident or incident.
A si mpl e ranki ng cannot gi ve a compl ete saf ety pi cture
The severity of the accident has to be judged and taken into account in a ranking
system, yet the severity of an accident is often affected by exter nal conditions and
events.
It is ver y difficult to offer a precise weighting of results by timescale and size of
air line, especially noting that airlines change operating fleets, destinations, and
many other character istics on an on-going basis.
A r anking approach attr ibutes r esponsibility for accidents and incidents solely to an
air line, r egardless of other contributing factors. This violates a key pr incipal of safety
r esearch, which r ecognizes that most accidents involve a chain of events that may
involve multiple par ticipants. For these reasons, airline safety rankings are
inherently flawed
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Fifty Years Ago in Sydney
At 2137hrs on the 29th January 1971; (that's right, fifty years ago), Sydney Airport
almost earned the mantle of a disaster zone when a runway collision took place
between a domestic Boeing 727 (VH-TJA) departing, and an arriving international
DC8-63. A total of 240 persons narrowly escaped a conflagration that night.
Like so many other occurrences where we usually shake our collective heads , this
event held contributory factors that still exist today. In those days, it was referred
to as "the right stuff" but now, fifty years on, we talk of human factors and resource
management.
The following (sometimes fuzzy text) extracts from the formal investigation report
are not meant to attribute blame or apportion liability, rather they are provided to
show us that humans are still involved with aircraft operations and rely on each
component part of our system to deliver the safety outcome.
As an ASASI member, it is worth the investment of a few minutes to read this
material and reflect on both those predisposing underlying factors and the
facilitating operational situations that contributed to this event.
For those seeking the complete analysis and investigation appendices, they are
available at https://www.atsb.gov.au/media/24753/197101202.pdf
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History of ASASI: Where Have We Come From?
In this issue we once again acknowledge that there is not a lot of aviation
activity taking place right now, so we continue to reflect on ‘the good old
days’. Remember when there was a shortage of aircrew and specialist
maintenance personnel??
ASASI commenced from humble beginnings but the initiative and vision of
the founders set a standard that has weathered a number of influences
and overt threats over the years.
It is our intention to reproduce relevant elements of our history so that
we might appreciate how we came to be what we are collectively in the
21st century.
What you can read for yourself next, are the minutes of the very first
meeting of the fledgling Australian Society of Air Safety Investigators
(ASASI), almost forty three years ago. Many of these people were exwartime servicemen, but their experiences from military to civilian life set
the foundations for our society.
We will follow up with a series of interesting and topical events of the past
in the history of ASASI. Any contributions of text, images or just good
yarns will be gratefully accepted and acknowledged.
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Asia Pacific Cabin Safety Working Group
We are fortunate to have another strong alliance in our
quest for enhanced aviation safety. As a sub-group of ASASI
The Asia Pacific Cabin Safety Working Group (APCSWG) is a
not-for-profit body of aviation safety supporters, including
airline crew, trainers, investigators and managers, as well as
the regulators. They meet bi-annually to facilitate the
exchange of cabin safety information and sharing of
resources, with the aim of promoting a proactive approach to
cabin safety across the industry. Members may attend as
individuals or as representatives of the organisation with
which they may be associated. ASASI stalwart Susan Rice has
provided this insight to the plight of APCSWG members today.

Our thoughts for a positive, safe and healthy 2021 are with one and all as we
manage and negotiate our way through difficult and life changing circumstances.
Despite the upheaval and chaos that has adversely affected aviation this past
year there has been continual effort to provide a safe and workable passenger
carrying industry. Sadly, on an international level we are aware of the great
many operators who have gone into liquidation, not to fly again.
The circumstances in our ‘Region’ have been similar to the international
experience. Long Haul/International operators have suffered the greatest loss
and that may well continue for quite some time. Not to say all operators have
not struggled, experienced huge difficulties and enormous uncertainty within
their organisations. However, domestic operators have possibly faired a little
better together with traditional smaller/ regional operators who operate within
their own national and state borders.
The human factors/personal wellbeing toll this pandemic has taken on all
directly and indirectly affected individual is immeasurable. Our international
Cabin Crew and Pilots have for the most part been grounded, and remain so. In
an effort to remain solvent, where possible, operators have offered
redundancies to thousands of Air Crew, Maintenance Staff and Ground Staff.
Sadly, many thousands of others have simply lost their income, their life-style
and face an acceptance that life as they have known it will not be the same
again.
Closer to home in Australia we have seen the re-emergence of Regional Express,
REX, to operating B737-800 aircraft and commencing services between Sydney
and Melbourne in the coming weeks. Best of Good Luck to them! Virgin has
risen from the ashes with dramatic changes to their business model and we
sincerely wish them the very best of Good Luck as they work to provide air
services and retain as many loyal employees as possible. With the previous
mention of industry losing a huge number of operational staff there will
inevitably be a loss of skill, knowledge and experience. This is an
unprecedented time and the road back will be difficult for all involved.
A number of our members no longer have their aviation roles to return to and
are finding new roles on their way forward to creating their new futures. By
their nature Cabin Crew are flexible and have a wonderful spirit that enables
them to embrace new opportunities and expand upon making the very best of a
situation. We wish everyone success for their new path, whether within industry
or outside of industry.
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Another Anniversary
Another recent anniversary (15th January) occurred since our last issue. It
involved what was dubbed the 'Miracle on the Hudson' when US Airways
Flight 1549, an Airbus A320 on a flight from New York City's LaGuardia
Airport to Charlotte, North Carolina, struck a flock of birds shortly after
take-off, losing all engine power.
In recognition of the astounding recovery by the crew of five from a
perilous situation, Jeppesen produced the Hudson Miracle Approach Chart
below.

Maybe it's not rocket science but, as an aviation safety specialist, it makes you reflect on
things like teamwork, training, resilience and capability; above or below the stratosphere.
Just like Apollo 13 in April 1970!

“Apollo succeeded at critical moments like this because the bosses
had no hesitation about assigning crucial tasks to one individual,
trusting his judgment, and then getting out of his way."

Gene Kranz,
Failure is not an Option:
Mission Control From Mercury to Apollo 13 and Beyond
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Women in Aviation
We recently welcomed WAI as partners in aviation safety
and we look forward to the mutual benefits that will be
derived into the future.
Members seeking further details about the work of WAI
Australia can find it all at https://waiaustralia.org/

A MOST UNUSUAL AIRCRAFT

THAT ACTUALLY FLEW!

The Kalinin K7 Bomber
The Kalinin K7 was a Russian heavy experimental aircraft designed and tested in the
Soviet Union in the early 1930s. It was of unusual configuration, with twin booms and
large underwing pods housing fixed landing gear and machine gun turrets.
T

The K-7 first flew on 11 August 1933. The very brief first flight showed instability and
serious vibration caused by the airframe resonating with the engine frequency. The
solution to this was thought to be to shorten and strengthen the tail booms, little being
known then about the natural frequencies of structures and their response to vibration.
The aircraft completed seven test flights before a crash due to structural failure of one
of the tail booms on 21 November 1933.
The existence of the aircraft had only recently been announced by Pravda which
declared it was “victory of the utmost political importance” since it had been built with
steel produced in the USSR rather than imported. The accident killed 14 people aboard
and one on the ground. Flight speculated that sabotage was suspected as the
investigating committee had representation by the state security organization, the Joint
State Political Directorate (OGPU).
Note the arrangement of the engines. Just imagine the mag check!
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Meet our New Members
In each edition we will demonstrate the diversity of practical and academic expertise within
our Society.
For the Summer Bulletin, ASASI is delighted to introduce four of our newest members.
Each brings a different facet of specialisation to ASASI and we look forward to meeting
them and sharing their experiences.

Leslie Mc Chesney is the General Manager of Sky360
and is based in Perth. She specialises in aviation
training and safety and quality industries. She is
skilled in Auditing, Operations, Quality Management
Systems, Safety Management Systems, and
Continuous Improvement.

Sultan Ahmed is an intern with Z Aviation
Australia and specialises in Consulting & Project
Management Roles in Airline Operations
Optimization, Airport Operations, Safety
Management Systems, Emergency Response
Planning, Aviation Security, Organizational Audits
as per IOSA/ISAGO and Investigations.
Two of our latest members are also worthy winners of ASASI Scholarships.
These provide annual memberships to women selected by WAI for their
service to our industry.
The 2020 winners are:
Rhiannon LaRosa is Head of Aircraft
Airworthiness and Maintenance
Control for Maroomba Airlines in Perth

Sophia Miller-Hamor is a Safety, Risk &
Compliance Specialist in the Cargo division
of Virgin Australia in Brisbane
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2020 Annual
Meet the
General
Members
Meeting
The 2020 Annual General Meeting was held virtually on the evening of 10th
December 2020.
Key discussion items related to;
International Council Meeting 2020
Current ISASI Initiatives
Seminars and Contingencies
Scholarships
Sponsorships
Reachout Program, and;
General Business
The minutes of the AGM are available from the ASASI website at www.asasi.org
ASASI was particularly grateful for the excellent facilitation provided by The
University of New South Wales in making this happen.
For those members old enough to remember The Muppets, this may remind
you of how we were looking on the night!

And this procedure was not required!
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Announcement
Position Vacant – ASASI Webmaster
After many years of great support, our webmaster
Neil Campbell is packing up his keyboard and
stepping back from the role. ASASI is looking for
somebody unique to fill this important vacancy
which is critical to getting our message out around
the world.
There is no payment, but there is a lot of
appreciation for the successful applicant! Please
form an orderly queue.
Applications to asasiexecutive@gmail.com please.

Calling All Part 135 Pilots

We are still seeking volunteers to assist a PhD student,
studying at the University of Southern Queensland.
Matt Harris is conducting a research project seeking
‘The supervisors' role in influencing risk-taking in the
context of normal aviation operations’. For us to assist
this project and to share in the benefits derived from
it, we are seeking volunteer rotary and fixed-wing
pilots across Australia and New Zealand that fit the
following criteria:
a)
The participants should be eligible to operate
under CAR Part 135.
b) Hold a current CPLor ATPL, and/or be in a
supervisory/chief pilot role within a CAR Part 135 air
operation.
c) Be from different geographical, age, gender and
experience groups.
The whole process is confidential and completely free
of any regulatory oversight issues.
If you would like to support this important research,
please contact John Guselli on
0419 015684 and he will provide you with the
necessary documentation.
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Sponsors
We would like to thank our generous sponsors who have supported
us despite the impact of COVID-19 on their organisations:
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Announcement

APPLICATI
ON
CLOSING S
FRIDAY 7 M

AY 2021

Macarthur Job Scholarship 2021
ASASI continues its partnership with the Flight Safety Foundation to encourage and
assist tertiary-level students involved in the field of aviation safety and aircraft
occurrence investigation. The Flight Safety Foundation remains ‘Independent,
International and Impartial’ in championing the cause of aviation safety.
The ASASI - Flight Safety Foundation Macarthur Job Scholarship will provide an
annual allocation of up to AUD$2000 to support return travel, accommodation and
registration at the annual ANZSASI Seminars held in Australia or New Zealand.
(Details on the student area of the ASASI website)
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Announcement

Here's one for our Engineers

If you are not already a member of LinkedIn then simply search for this
ASASI group and click on 'Request to Join'. Our group administrator
(currently Neil Campbell) will approve the request (in due course!).
Alternatively, simply click the LinkedIn icon to be directed to our ASASI
group. The current policy is that non-members of ASASI are allowed to
join the group as this will allow us to reach out to more people with an
interest in air safety and to better promote the society and events such
as conferences.
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ANZSASI 2021

Yes it's still on!

June
2021

Despite border closures, politics and
scare
campaigns,
we
remain
optimistic that we can remain open
for business again in time for our
rescheduled ANZSASI conference.
We will continue to keep you
informed with progress in the
planning and hope we will be able to
make definite plans before this date.
Speakers who had agreed to deliver
presentations in May 2020 have all
been contacted and offered the
opportunity of presenting in June
2021.
The information on the website will
be updated with any new information.
If you have already registered, your
registration will automatically be
transferred to the new dates unless
you wish to cancel. The hotel booking
information will be updated to reflect
the new dates.
To make reservations or to move existing reservations please contact:
Ann-Marie Kansky
Group Reservations Agent
Novotel Surfers Paradise
3105 Surfers Paradise Blvd
Surfers Paradise QLD 4217 Australia
Tel: +61 (0) 7 5579 3499 Direct Tel: +61 7 5579 3400
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Save the Date

ISASI 2021

A Virtual Conference
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Save the Date - Brisbane 2022

ISASI 2022 Conference – Brisbane
The Pullman Hotel Brisbane will be our venue for the international conference
between 29 August and 1 September 2022.
The conference will follow the standard ISASI format of Tutorial on the Monday
followed by three days of technical programs.
Brisbane is a great venue and there are many options for social activities for
partners. More details will be provided in the new year.

Things to do in Brisbane
Moreton Island
Story Bridge Climb
Brisbane River Cruise
Stradbroke Island
Wheel of Brisbane
Lone Pine Koala
Sanctuary
Tangalooma
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In Memoriam
Esperison “Marty” Martinez, Jr., 86, passed away on Wednesday,
November 4, 2020.
Marty served as ISASI Forum editor for 20 years following his
retirement as Editor-in-Chief of ALPA’s magazine, Air Line Pilot. He had
a 20-year career in the U.S. Navy and Air Force during which he served
as a writer for the Air Force magazine, The Airman, and as
Superintendent of the U.S. Armed Forces Radio & Television Network in
Thailand.
A private family burial took place at Crownsville Veterans Cemetery,
near Annapolis, Maryland with a celebration of life to follow during
summer 2021.

ASASI Contact Details
www.isasi.org
membership number
log on:
password: your Christian name
(all lower case)

www.asasi.org
log on:
news
password: aviator

President:
John Guselli
0419 015684
Vice President:
Alf Jonas
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Mayes
asasiexecutive@gmail.com
Email:
contactasasi@asasi.org
Post:
P.O. BOX 399 Bowral NSW 2576

Disclaimer: ASASI News does not endorse or guarantee the veracity of any items supplied from external sources to this journal.
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